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SUCCESS OF SOCIAL MEDIA
AT T H E B R A N D L E V E L
It’s undeniable that hotel brands have found success in using social media to engage
travelers. Some of the more active brands on social media can boast millions of Facebook
Likes and hundreds of thousands of followers on Twitter. Scores of additional followers join
in the conversation on Instagram and Pinterest, and the most current brands are trying out
networks like Snapchat and Periscope.
With this level of undisputed success at the brand level, some hoteliers might think that any
engagement at the individual property level is unnecessary, but that is far from the truth. With
hundreds of hotel properties to market on social media, local social media marketing is an
untapped wealth of exposure and revenue for many brands.
Here, we’re sharing the importance of social media at the local level, and how you can
maximize the potential of your hotel’s social media.

Written by Travel Media Group as a contribution to the Hotel Business Review.
This piece is reprinted from the Hotel Business Review with permission from HotelExecutive.com.
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CLAIM LISTINGS
The first step to taking control of social media at the hotel property level is for a brand to claim
all existing hotel social media profiles. While some decision makers at the brand level might
prefer to not have a presence at the local level, the problem is that the local hotel pages exist
independently and can be created by anyone. All it takes is for a single guest to “check in” at
a hotel on Facebook using mobile geolocation services, and a page will be created for the
hotel if one doesn’t already exist. This page will continue to fill with user generated content posts and reviews about the property - with no oversight from property management. The ideal
strategy for a hotel brand is to claim these hotel property listings or create them, so that the
profiles are updated with accurate property information and optimized for search engines.

C O N T R O L T H E M E S S AG E
One of the key benefits of claiming and creating social media profiles for each property
in a brand or management group is that the brand can have complete control over the
message each profile sends. By managing the profile images and cover photos for hotels on
Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest, brands can hold properties accountable to brand standard
guidelines for logos and images. Through consistent social media posting, brands can ensure
that positive messages are more frequent and prevalent than comments from guests. With
control over local social media profiles for every property, brands can also exponentially
increase the reach of marketing campaigns and promotions by providing content that’s
consistent across all properties.
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M A N AG E R E P U TAT I O N
Controlling the message communicated by local hotel properties is vital to managing a
brand’s overall reputation. Social media continues to play a larger role in hotel reputation
management each year, with many profiles displaying reviews, comments from fans and
followers and more. The expectations of travelers have also changed when it comes to a
property’s social media presence. Consumers expect business social media profiles to be
professional, accurate and informative. In fact, according to research from Four Pillars Hotels,
52% of surveyed travelers changed their travel plans after researching on Facebook.

R E AC H T R AV E L E R S
According to Statista, Facebook has more than 1.79 billion monthly active users. Established
hotel brands already understand the opportunity such a large and engaged audience
presents, but many have not yet taken advantage of the exponential reach that comes with
a brand-wide local social media strategy. Without spending ad dollars to boost your content
on Facebook, only a small percentage of the fans who like a brand page will actually see
their content. By adding hundreds of profiles with unique audiences of their own, brands
can disperse content and increase the impressions and engagement with their messages.
Contently reports that 87% of travelers under 34 consult Facebook for travel inspiration, and
many of those users find new brands to follow when their friends check in to a location. By
fostering a brand’s online presence at the local level, travelers are able to check in online to
local businesses, in turn sharing their experience with all of their friends and followers.
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INCREASE DIRECT BOOKING
Research published by Think With Google demonstrates that social media has an impact
during each part of a traveler’s decision-making journey. In the early part of the travel booking
process, social media can provide inspiration. Next, social media posts, reviews and images
can inform a traveler’s decision to book. In the final stage of decision making, social media can
refer travelers directly to a booking engine through post links, a booking button and a custom
app for the profile. With social media playing such a key role throughout the hotel research
and booking process, it’s important to have an established presence on popular social
networks like Facebook.

B U I L D LOYA LT Y
Research shows that brand loyalty is becoming less a driver for booking. While about
half of travelers surveyed by Boxever are members of a brand loyalty program, only 22%
make an effort to book with a particular brand. For hotel brands, it’s essential to have a
strategy in place to drive more loyalty and foster relationships with repeat guests. Through
a local social media solution, brands can place custom loyalty program apps on Facebook
profiles for each property, increasing exposure and sign ups to the program. When guests
have a positive experience at a hotel and want to consider a repeat stay, they are much
more likely to connect to a specific property social media page than the brand’s account.
After fostering the relationship with the guest at the local level with relevant content and
customer service, the guest may eventually convert to a loyalist.
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H O W T O M A N AG E A LO CA L
S O C I A L M E D I A S T R AT E GY
The importance of a local social media strategy is clear, but implementing the strategy
remains a challenge for many hotel brands and management companies. The following three
steps can offer a framework for making hotel marketing more scalable.

1 . GA I N AC C E S S
The first step to a local property social media strategy is to get access to accounts for every
hotel. It’s essential that the brand claims ownership of existing social profiles to avoid losing
historical data and followers. The brand can also create accounts on Facebook and Twitter
for every property and then work to merge existing accounts later, but this is not preferable.
By gaining access to every local social media account, the brand ensures security of
social media credentials at the top level. Additionally, this access enables the brand to be
successful in implementing a brand-wide content strategy.

2 . A U T O M AT E C O N T E N T
For brands with hundreds of hotels, it may seem daunting to post social media content on a
regular basis for each property. However, tools are available that allow social media managers
at the brand-level automate content and distribute it for each hotel. Some social scheduling
tools will simply allow brands to post to many networks at once; however, some tools enable
social media managers to make each post unique by using merge fields to insert propertyspecific copy or hyperlinks into each post. In addition to the posts from the brand, additional
content can be created by setting up an individual for each property with contributor access
so that they can add posts from the property without having total control over the profile.
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3 . P R O M O T E YO U R C O N T E N T
Brands can make their local social strategies more effective by promoting property social
media in a variety of ways. First, brands should provide marketing materials or artwork to
hotels to display at their properties. Table tents, elevator posters and window decals can drive
more guests to connect with the hotel online, increasing the likelihood of a return stay. The
brand can also incentivize followers and engagement using brand-wide giveaways shared on
every property page. Finally, a small investment per property in social advertising can have a
substantial impact on the overall reach and social engagement for a hotel brand.

4. MEASURE SUCCESS
The final step of implementing a brand-wide social media strategy is to measure the success
of your social media campaigns at the local and aggregate levels. The key metrics assessed
will be dependent upon the goals of the brand, but at minimum brands should track (Likes and
followers), travelers reached (impressions), and engagement (post likes, comments, shares and
clicks). Each of these metrics is available for free through the individual social platforms, but
with so many properties to manage, it makes sense to choose a tool that displays metrics for
both individual hotel pages and the combined efforts of all pages for the brand. Through this
tracking, the payoff of managing local hotel social media profiles will become clear.
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BUILD SUCCESS ON SOCIAL MEDIA
AT T H E LO CA L L E V E L
Implementing local social media is a long-term strategy for hotel brands and management
companies. Though the process of creating and optimizing profiles, automating engaging
content, promoting the pages and reviewing global analytics, may seem unmanageable for
large hotel brands, tools are available to streamline the process. The result of an investment
in local social media is increased control over a brand’s reputation, the ability to reach
significantly more travelers, and more opportunity to convert travelers to booking engines
and brand loyalty applications. The power of local social media for hotels is too significant
for hotel brands to ignore.

G E T S TA R T E D T O DAY
Request a demo of our proven three-part social media strategy. Our social media analysts
can claim and optimize your existing social media profiles or create new ones for your hotel.
Learn more about our social media solutions for hotels and contact us today for a demo.
Click here to get started or call 888-661-5060.

851 Trafalgar Ct. Ste. 400E
Maitland, FL 32751
TravelMediaGroup.com
info@travelmediagroup.com

